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This project is designed; users can insert the topic of thesis in the website and arrange 
people to do the thesis. 
 
The recently technologies of research reports are UML, PHP, HTML, JSQ,ASP. 
  
This research relied on the constructive method. It is appropriate which the method was 
found out in this work, because it has been widely used in software engineering and 
computer science.  
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EXPLANATIONS OF CHARACTERS ABBREVIATIONS  
HTML Hypertext markup language 
CSS Cascading style sheets 
PHP Hypertext Preprocessor 
WAMP Acronym of Windows, Apache, MySQL, and PHP. 
UML Unified Modeling Language 
ASP Active Server Page 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The following is the original design of the website. The purpose of project is that users can 
insert the thesis`s topics and contents, and arrange people to do the thesis; Users can 
choose the topic in the system; Users can rate and reply the comments for contents of 
thesis. 
Students can login with students’ number in website and insert ideas; Users can use some 
mobile tools to access databank system. There are some categories in function of ideas 
according to the original design. Also they can rate and add the feedbacks for the contents 
of thesis. 
Students who insert ideas can assign people to make the thesis. According to the function 
of email in the website, students can communicate and discuss with the person who 
provide the topic of the thesis. 
The students insert the topics also can rates the difficulties for 5 degrees. 
Users can use functions of uploading and downloading in the website to submit and receive the 
documents. 
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2. ENVIRONMENT 
2.1 Structure of thesis 
 
The thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the purpose of thesis; research 
methods have been written in Chapter 2; Chapter 3 Introduces the research methodology 
and some language tools of computers; Chapter 4 Introduces how to establish the system 
and how to use it; Chapter 5 introduces main functions and applications about the system. 
Chapter 6 is conclusions 
 
2.2 Research topic and questions 
The purpose of the project is to establish a website for Kemi-Tornio University of Applied 
Sciences, because this website is very practical and convenient to use, and it is the unique 
system in Kemi-Tornio University of Applied Sciences. 
The website’s function is that students can choose some very interesting topics of thesis; 
students can easily make the communication with the advisors of thesis; some users or 
companies can insert some good topic of thesis into the website so that students can choose 
them. 
This is important that every university needs to establish a good website, as a good and 
practical site makes that users can achieve their function easily, Website architecture is 
based on customer requirements and accurately locating the target group of web site, 
setting the overall site architecture, planning, website tabs and the content, so that the 
recourses are deployed and managed maximum in the period of development and 
programing of the website. 
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1 Reasearch methods 
The website development is the nucleus of assessment. The main functions of system are 
used to input and accept the thesis. The target of graduation project is website architecture, 
it is a best choice that the knowledge has been reviewed, in the area of software 
engineering and computer science the website has also been used widely. This result is the 
best way to prove the learning practical. 
 
3.2 Technical tools 
From the studying in the school, some technical tools are used during the working progress. 
Firstly, some materials are found out from website, in order to improve the learning skills 
and basic knowledge. At least, applications of HTML, CSS, ASP, JSP, PHP are combined 
to achieve the project. ASP is the most important tool for the project. 
 
3.2.1 HTML and CSS 
HTML is a hypertext markup language, it`s a markup language used  to describe the page 
document. 
A web page correspond the HTML file. The extension of the file marks the .html. it`s able 
to generate the txt type source file. The text editor can be used to generate HTML files. 
Standard HTML documents have a basic overall structure. The HTML is able to use 
simply./5/ 
CSS is a cascading style sheet, it`s used to design styles of website, Through establishing 
the style sheet, it is able to unified control and display the symbol properties of HTML. 
The latest version of CSS is CSS3; it is a styling programing language that it is able to 
achieve separating between website contents and styles. 
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3.2.2 PHP 
PHP is in short of hypertext preprocessor language. PHP is used to combine with HTML. 
It is an advantage that PHP has been widely used nowadays, because it is more similar as C 
language. PHP combine other languages to application, including C, JAVA, PERL and 
HTML. The most important is that PHP can be used with C and C++ for the expansion of 
the programs. /4/ 
- Open sources code 
- PHP is totally free 
- PHP can be development fast, running fast, and easily to study for users. 
- PHP can be run on many platforms, UNIX, LINUX, WINDOWS, Marc OS 
- PHP consume less system resources 
 
3.2.3 UML 
UML as a unified modeling language is an object-oriented modeling; it can use a unified, 
standardized markup and definitions to achieve that software system was described with 
the object-oriented style. For example, the class diagram is used to draw a basic structure 
of the project, the activity diagram; use case diagram and sequence diagram are used to 
draw basic functions according to the system. UML can easily make users to understand 
the structure of website. 
 
3.2.4 JavaScript 
JavaScript is a development language of LiveScript of Netscape, it is based on the script 
language which is dynamically typed object-oriented. It is also widely used in the client 
Web development, such as in response to the user's various operations 
JavaScript can be running at the most of operating systems. /6/  
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3.2.5 ASP 
ASP is in short of Active Server Page. ASP is an application which is developed by 
Microsoft instead of CGI scripts, it can interact with database and other programs, ASP is a 
simple and convenient tool for programming. The file format for ASP page is “.asp”. 
Usually it is used in a variety of dynamic website. 
 
 
3.3  Introduction about ASP 
ASP is the most important tool for the project; there are so many information of ASP 
knowledge in the report. From above chapter, it is already shown that ASP is active 
server page. From this chapter, the asp is not only the active server page; it is a 
procedural framework which is established in the common language. A web server can be 
used to build powerful Web applications. ASP.NET provides more powerful Web 
development modes than the old version/3/. 
 
3.3.1 The features of ASP   
ASP is a scripting environment of server-side, it is can be used to create and run dynamic 
web page or web application. The pages of ASP can contain HTML tags, text, script 
commands, and COM components; it is able to create HTML pages as the user interfaces 
of the web applications. Compared with HTML, The pages of ASP have the following 
characteristics; Using ASP can break through some of the features of the static pages, it is 
able to achieve dynamic web technology. The ASP file is included in the HTML code of 
the file; it is modified and tested easily. Various browsers can normally browse the pages 
which are generated by ASP. ASP is able to implement several of tasks according to 
ActiveX, for example, sending email and accessing to the file system. The security of ASP 
is powerful; it is easily connect to the databases of ACCESS and SQL. Not only ASP is 
combined with HTML to program the website, but also it can be combined with XHTML 
and WML languages to make the WAP website of mobile./3/ 
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3.3.2 The working principles for ASP 
After the learning and application, the working principle of ASP was understood; 
followings are a lot of principles: Users insert the URL in the address bar of browser; the 
extension of default web page is .asp; the browser makes a request to the server; the engine 
of server began to run the ASP programs; ASP file is processed with the order from top to 
bottom. It executes the script commands and the contents of HTML page; the information 
of page is sent to the browser. 
 
3.3.3 The differences between ASP and PHP  
ASP is a development environment of Web server-side; it can produce and execute web 
applications which are dynamic, interactive and high-performance. ASP uses the language 
of VBScript as the development function. PHP as an embedded scripting language in 
which can be applied in a variety of platforms. C, Java, and Perl language syntax are 
applied to combine the features of PHP, so that web developers can design their own pages. 
It supports the majority of the database, PHP, MySQL database and Apache Web server is 
a good combination. In addition, PHP is free to use, you can get it from the official PHP 
web site; Programmers can get more resources from many web sites, and add your own 
features. 
These two kinds of languages all can be used to combine HTML; the engines of web 
language execute the function of programing code. In the environment of ASP and PHP, 
The code of HTML is mainly used to describe information and style, and the code of 
programming is used to describe the processing logic. Ordinary HTML pages only depend 
on the Web sserver; however, ASP and PHP pages need additional language engine, in 
order to analysis and execute the code of programming. The results of the implementation 
of the program code have been embedded in HTML code, and t sent to the browser 
together. ASP and PHP are all technologies for the Web server; the browser of client does 
not need any additional software support. 
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4 ENVIROMENTS OF INSTALLATION AND OPERATING 
4.1. Installation and configuration of II S 
Before starting the ASP pages, the programming needs to install the IIS and set some 
configuration for IIS service, IIS is Internet information services; it is running on Microsoft 
windows-based internet, the basic service was provided by Microsoft. /7/ 
At first, the system needs to just follow the introduction of IIS from the internet, using the 
following operating to start the IIS service: click start - find the control panel - find 
programs and features in figure 1 - choose turn windows features on or off option. 
After that, In figure 2 shows, the system needs to find the internet information services (IIS) 
and unfold that, choosing the IIS tools what are required to be turn on. 
After accept, if the operating system is firstly running IIS service, It will be taken a few 
minutes to install. After installing IIS successfully, the system can use local host page with 
IIS service in figure 3.  
 
 
Figure 1. Programs and features 
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Figure 2. Open the IIS service in Windows 7 
 
 
 
Figure 3. IIS service in localhost page. 
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4.2. Deploy IIS 
After installing of IIS, users need to change the directory for the project according to 
requirement of the system, because the main directory default is C: \ Inetpub \ wwwroot. 
Right-click "Default Web Site" and select "Properties" in the pop-up shortcut menu, so that 
the Site Properties Settings dialog box can be opened, in the dialog box, all of the 
configuration can be completed on the site in figure 4 
 
Figure 4. Deploy IIS 
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5. DEVELOPMENT MODELING AND PREPARATION 
5.1  Use case diagramm 
Use case diagram describes a use case and participants, and displays the relationship 
between use case and participants. In the figure 5 on use case diagram, it shows very 
clearly all the functions for users. The users can execute 10 activities in the project, 
because they only have one user group in the system, do not have any others just like 
admins or designers. So that only one use case diagram needs to be drawn in the 
system./2/. 
 
Figure 5. Layout for use case diagram 
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5.2 Activity diagram 
The activity diagram shows the set of activities, the order is from activity to the next 
activity. The figure 6 is the activity diagram for the user registration function in the system. 
The user can register firstly to the system, there are two consequences appeared after user 
register, if the system accept the users’ information then users can login to the system 
successfully, if not then return to the homage.  
 
 
 
Figure 6.Layout for activity diagram for registration 
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Figure 7 and Figure 8 show, when the users login successfully, they can input the thesis 
titles and add the feedback with the system function. In the figure 7, when the users log in 
to the system successfully, users can submit and update the contents of thesis in website. 
Figure 8 is shown when the users view the thesis of system, they can add the feedback and 
evaluate for the contents of thesis in the system.  
 
 
 
Figure 7. Layout for activity diagram for publish thesis 
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Figure 8. Layout for activity diagram for user feedback  
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5.3  Sequence diagram 
Sequence diagram is an interaction diagram which emphasizes the message in order of 
time. Sequence diagrams and collaboration diagrams are called collectively as the 
interaction diagram, but the interaction diagram only is the one of them in the system. In 
this system, the sequence diagram is used to design the website sequences. The sequence 
diagram shows the set of objects, objects are able to send and receive the information by 
the group of objects. Sequence diagrams describes the dynamic view of the system Figure 
5, Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the system how to running at the moment. /2/ 
 
Figure 9. Layout for sequence diagram for Reiteration 
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Figure 10. Layout for sequence diagram for input thesis 
As the figure 9 10 and 11, they are shown the registration function of the system, they are 
more similar as the activity diagram, but it shows the reply after the each active to the each 
objects. The differences are the solid line means the object execute one activity to another 
object; the dotted line means after the object reactive one activity from another object then 
return a feedback to the object. The arc means the object execute the activity to itself.     
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Figure 11.Layout for sequence diagram for reply and rate 
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5.4  Class diagram 
Class diagram is used to set classes, interfaces, collaboration, and the relationship between 
them .The class diagram is mostly used in the object-oriented system modeling. The class 
diagram shows the static design view. From Figure 12 class diagram shows each property 
of user in the system. Because there is only one user group in the system, only one class 
diagram needs to be drawn in the system./1/ 
 
Figure 12. Layout for class diagram 
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6. LAYOUT AND FUNCTION DEVELOPMENT 
The user interface is the medium of interaction and information exchange between systems 
and users. In the computer science, they are devided int software part and hardware part, 
they can be achived exchange information between users and computers.   
At the original design of the system, the website of databank just likes a little forum, the 
users can input contents, add feedback, and evaluate for the titles. It is just quiet similar as 
forum, so that the website just needs to follow the way of architecture forum to construct. 
Figure 10, 12, 14, 16 can show the main function layout of system. Figure 13 is the 
original design the structure of the website. 
   
 
Figure 13. Structure of website 
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Figure 14. Layout for user thesis view 
The users can use thesis view page to watch the list of thesis titles. Of course anyone needs 
to login so that users can view the content of thesis  
On this page, the users can watch some basic information about thesis, such as the most 
views and replies, but also they can see the update time of thesis and who upload them.  
 
Figure 15. Application for thesis view. 
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Figure 16. Layout for user registration 
Figure 16 shows the layout of user registration function 
In the system, users need to insert some basic information for registration. There are five 
variables of information, including login accounts, login password, confirm password, 
birthday, mail and gender. The format of mail and birthday need to be follow the correct 
one, the system only can discern correct formats of E-mail and date of birth, if inserting a 
wrong format, the request of users cannot be acceptable to the system. 
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Figure 17. Application for user Registration 
Users need to set user ID password, Birthday, gender and email address for log in to 
system. 
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Figure 18. Application for user registration 
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Figure 19. Layout for user inserts of the topic thesis 
From the function of insert thesis topic page, users are able to insert the title and content to 
the website, and the user can view how many theses have already been inserted and 
accepted. 
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Figure 20. Layout for user downloads function 
All functions of user can be shown at figure 20, the user can view how many theses has 
been added according to the category of thesis add, and new thesis can be added. From 
thesis accept page, the user can view what thesis has been accepted. From upload page in 
Figure 20, user can view names, size and update time of documents. 
The figure 22 it shows the upload function of users. From the page of view download, user 
can view what documents have been downloaded and uploaded.  
 
From the page of upload in figure 20, it shows the upload page of documents function, it 
has differences compared with figure 22; the figure 20 can view and download all of the 
documents in the system and checking who upload them. From the figure 22 the user can 
upload the documents they find interesting. 
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Figure 21.Application for user inserts of the topic thesis 
From thesis add page, user needs to add the title of thesis first, and then put the content in 
the blank. After submitting, all of the users who havexe been registered the system can use 
thesis page to view the thesis as figure21. 
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Figure 22.Layout for user upload file function  
When the user applies function of uploading to upload the file to the system, the file can be 
saved in the page of upload. The size of the file which has been uploaded successfully is 
calculated automatically. The user can view his document which has been uploaded in the 
page of view download. 
 
Figure 23. Application for user uploads function 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of the thesis is to design and build a successful website for Kemi-Tornio 
University of Applied Sciences. After this graduation design and collection of relevant 
information, it is clearly understand that the development of network technology and 
extensive application of the network are growing very fast, so that the current life cannot 
leave without it. From web authoring process, there are many ways to embellish the 
website and it is very usefully for designing a good interface of website. 
 
7.1. Challenges during the thesis 
The rate and message function of the system is the most time part of the thesis progress. 
Therefore, a lot of time fixing and optimizing for the system. At the beginning of thesis 
progress, The PHP is the first language of programming application tool for the system. 
During the period of collection of relevant materials, compared with PHP, there are many 
languages tools that can be used easily to design the system for databank, however, which 
some PHP results of website has been designed before were all abandoned, after that the 
system has been rebuild and redesign.  
 
7.2. Future development 
The databank system is a unique system from Kemi-Tornio University of applied sciences 
if it has been established and completely successful. The students can use the databank 
system easily to finish their thesis for graduation, the theses can be chosen easily by 
students, and they can use the system to communicate with the advisor.  
. In the rapid development of Internet, the Internet has become a very important method to 
quickly access, release and transfer information, and it is a very important part of human 
life. 
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7.3 Self-evaluating  
Through this graduation project, the high-tech and new knowledge are very powerful in 
nowadays. At the end of the website programming, the most of original plans has been 
achieved.  
From some learning, how to design an easily website and the importance of the internet are 
understood, and there got many knowledge has been founded; there are some web 
programming language has been studied, including VC and VB.  
In addition, there are some other functions are not achieved in the system, because of 
limited objective constraints and knowledge. For example, mobile UI is not being done in 
the project. 
Through this thesis design, it`s greatly enhanced the stocks of knowledge and practical 
abilities, the functions of personal website can be achieved easily. 
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